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"Fun is not only smiling and laughing and enjoyable things, but it is achieving as 

well.  When we achieve something, we enjoy it and want to stay with it."

Gary F. Russell, Ed.D.

   CEO, MLS Camps

Words of Encouragement
                           

Welcome to the greatest game on earth!  Soccer is a thrilling, fast-paced game ideally 

suited to the high energy levels that kids seem to inherently possess.  

This book is designed to prepare coaches of varying experience.  Whether you are a 

seasoned participant or a first year novice, the activities will allow you to enjoy success 

coaching younger players.

The primary objective of coaching any child during his or her formative years is to focus on 

developing the individual as a person, not as a player.  You are charged to develop players 

with a foundation of self-esteem and worth, which will allow them to feel confident and safe 

in any setting.  As their self worth develops, they will be more receptive to the introduction 

of specific soccer skills and techniques.

As you read through this booklet, you will find it to be a well thought through collection of 

activities that will help you work toward the goal of activating all players with whom you 

work.  During the course of the season you should evaluate your progress by asking 

yourself these questions:  Is your coaching working in terms of the content?  Is it age 

appropriate?  Is it activating each player within the group?

I challenge you to live the philosophy that we present in this book and use these materials 

to be the best coach you can be.  This process is designed to lift both you and your players 

beyond your vision of capability.  I wish you continued success!

Gary Russell

CEO, MLS Camps
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Program Overview
                           

This booklet will help you in your planning of practices for a 10-week season for 

5-6 year olds.  Should you have any additional coaching related questions after reading 

this booklet, please call:

MLS Camps Info-Line 1-800-680-6272

MLS Camps coaching staff are available on a year-round basis to provide support and 

guidance in delivering this program in your community.  This may incorporate:

1.  A classroom orientation for coaches in areas of content, coaching 

 methodology and modeling behavior.

2.  Coach support/mentoring from MLS Camps coaching staff.

3.  A classroom debrief leading to an assessment of program strengths, concerns 

 and recommendations.

To find out more about rates and services provided through this support program, call

1-800-680-6272.
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The MLS Camps                            

                       is MLS Camps’ child-appropriate curriculum rationale which lends 

educational theory to our practical applications.  To help others understand its basis, each 

letter of the word “kids” represents a component of its overall philosophy:

       stands for Kids.  MLS Camps’ process is successful because it is kid centered.  Kids 

are the clients, the receivers.  With this in mind, MLS Camps' primary goal is not to teach 

the fundamentals of soccer, but to teach kids.

      is for Interaction.  From research we know that with any interaction there is a sender 

and a receiver of information.  We know, too, that there is always an outcome of that 

interaction.  MLS Camps' job is to ensure that the outcome is predictable, replicable and a 

positive one.

      stands for Development, or continuous improvement, which is a natural by-product of 

positive human interaction.  

      is for Satisfaction.  Coming away from the experience with a sense of satisfaction is the 

benchmark of MLS Camps' success.

MLS Camps' age-appropriate themes are derived from this overall rationale.  The 

curriculum for 5 - 6 year olds is centered around the key components of 

Play S.A.F.E.SM - Play . Soccer . Awareness . Fun . Education .

Play:    The best teacher of the game is the game itself 

Soccer:   Ball Work - Dribbling - Passing & Control - Shooting - Defending & Heading

Awareness: Teamwork - Sportsmanship - Goal Setting - Health & Safety 

Fun:    Activity Breaks - Talent Competitions - Quizzes - Backyard Homework 

Education: Attacking - Defending - Types Of Possession
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From the theme, elements are incorporated into the planning of daily coaching sessions.  

The following example is based on a total contact time of 1 hour 15 minutes.

0:00 - 0:10  Activation Time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and 

 twisting)

0:10 - 0:30  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

 including favorites like Yogi’s Lunch, The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry 

 Hippos)

0:30 - 0:50  Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - special recognition for the 

 performance of set technical criteria)

0:50 - 1:10  Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play, small-sided 

 scrimmage games)

1:10 - 1:15 Activity Break (jokes, stories, competitions, quizzes)

Each daily session in this booklet incorporates some or all of these elements in a timed out 

sequence for a total of 1 hour 15 minutes.  
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The Starting Line

Be prepared to deal with these developmental soccer symptoms during the season:

• Players kicking the ball with little thought or direction

• Players following the ball all over the field

• Players attempting to keep possession for self and not the team  

• Players generally in fear of the ball and their opponent

• Players unable to comprehend the concept of space

Rather than become frustrated by your inability to impact change in these areas, recognize 

that these traits are normal and natural in young children.  Over time, players gain a better 

sense of concepts like movement off the ball, space and change of direction.

Why Are Kids Drawn To Soccer?

Soccer is an attractive sport to children because it provides opportunities for:

Experimentation Soccer players can and should be encouraged to try new things.

Fun  This may be in the form of achieving targets, a diversity of activities, or 

playing and laughing with friends.

Learning  Some kids play sports because they want to learn new skills.

Friendship  For young  children, the companionship may be more important than the 

activity itself.

Recognition  Some children participate in organized activities to receive a stamp of 

approval from friends and family.

Competition  Some early bloomers may enjoy rising to the ever-increasing pressure of 

competition, while others will inevitably shy away from such 

confrontations because they are afraid of being shown up.

Energy  Soccer is fast paced, continuous and relatively free from stoppages.

Self-Discovery  Through the expectations of others, kids can define their own 

parameters; e.g., what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior.

Try to provide experiences in your practices which meet as many of these

 desired outcomes as possible.
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Coaching Persona

The best coaches of younger players exhibit certain key qualities.  These can be 

summarized in the acronym M.O.P.E.C.

Magic:   The ability to clown around and play the magician…to play 

 games at the kids’ level and on their terms.

Organization:   The coach should present a well-structured coaching session.

Personality:   Kids love coaches who are friendly, animated and patient.  A 

 sense of humor is also a must.

Encouragement: The coach should be the team’s #1 cheerleader.  The coach’s 

 positive attitude can reflect only positively on the children.

Concern:   Kids appreciate the interest a coach takes in the things they do besides 

soccer. 

Coaching Communication

Successful coaching requires the skillful use of reinforcement.  Start reinforcing what each 

player is capable of doing and gradually require more as skills are refined.

•  Start with a compliment.  (“Way to hustle.  You really made a great shot on goal!”)

•  Be future-oriented in your instructions.  (“If you keep your eye on the ball, you’ll control 

the ball just like ‘name of favorite player’ does.”)

•  End with another positive statement.  (“Keep working at it.  I can see the improvement 

already!”)

Coaching Methodology

Children at this age are able to digest technical information if it is presented in a clear, 

concise, simple manner.  In our session planning, we have interspersed technical content 

taught in grids with fun activities and small-sided games.

Technical development of young players involves a number of keys:
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Experimental:  Children should be encouraged to learn through the simplicity of trial and 

error.  We refer to this as the “sandpit of soccer” environment.  The coach must work 

continuously to foster a safe, playful environment which encourages children to 

experiment.

 

There are 3 keys to coaching in a Non-Directive environment:

1.  Camouflage And Conceal - Technical information is disguised using  game names and 

stories which heighten the excitement and enjoyment of each activity.  Consider the 

example below which illustrates an activity designed to teach passing accuracy.

Name:  The Banana Gobbling Gorilla

Purpose:  To knock down cones for passing accuracy

Story:  A number of cones are grouped in a straight line.  The cones represent a big 

banana tree with bunches of bananas at the top.  Each child (gorilla) has a ball (coconut).  

In order to eat the bananas, the gorilla has to kick his coconut to knock them out of the tree 

(knock the cones down).  The kids can imitate the gorilla throughout (long arms, scrunchy 

faces, scratching under armpits, and gorilla-like noises).  When all cones have been 

knocked down, the kids run in to collect the bananas for a feast.

2.  Use Analogies Wherever Possible - The coach must make an effort to relate his/her 

vocabulary to the child at all times.  Here is an example of what NOT to say:

 

“Good control is achieved by moving into line with the ball, selecting the correct controlling 

surface and withdrawing the surface on impact."  

Consider the alternative:

"You need to withdraw the controlling surface on impact" can be likened to a cushion (it 

gives and absorbs).  When the ball is poorly controlled, it tends to bounce off the player 

(play the ball off a wall, it bounces back).

3.   Keep Your Instructions to a Minimum - Your role as a facilitator is to create and 

foster experiences which encourage the child to learn through trial and error.  It is your 

charge to create the conditions for learning to take place.
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Consider the example of the game “Red Light . . . Green Light” when teaching running with 

the ball and control.  Players start 20 yards apart from each other.  The object of the game 

is for the player with the ball to dribble towards a partner whose back is turned.  When the 

partner turns around, he shouts out “red light!"  The player with the ball must stop his ball 

with the sole of his foot.  Each time he is unsuccessful, he must return to the starting line.

The following trial and error process occurs:

Step 1  The child kicks the ball ten feet in front of himself between touches in order to 

concentrate on running speed.  The ball is seldom under control.  The majority of players 

are sent back to the starting line.

Step 2  The child advances the ball at walking pace, within inches of the controlling 

surface.  Control improves while no one appears to be dominating the game.

Step 3  The child advances the ball two to three feet in front of himself between touches to 

allow him to speed up and periodically observe the visual cues given by the partner.

With little formal instruction players will learn the fundamentals of each technique in this 

manner.

General Coaching Suggestions

1. Have fun - it’s contagious.

2.  Avoid "long" line drills at all costs.

3.  Always demonstrate.  The children will remember what you did long after what you said.  

As the old Chinese proverb goes  “I hear … I forget.  I see … I remember.  I do … I 

understand."

Additionally, you should try to institute some individuality into your sessions, particularly in 

scrimmage games.  Here are a few ideas:

•  Place soccer balls on the lines marking the perimeter of the playing area.     

Whenever the ball is kicked out of play, resume play from the nearest ball at the point 

where the original ball went out of bounds.
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•  Whenever the goal mouth is surrounded on goal kicks, use the “Come On 

 Ride The Train” trick to get the ball into play - whenever the coach shouts out “choo-

choo!," all players (except the goalkeepers) run through the coach's legs (the tunnel).  As 

the first child reappears from the tunnel,    instruct the goalkeeper to kick the ball into the 

field of play.

•  Encourage the goalkeeper to come out into the field of play when his/her team is 

attacking.  The keeper’s role should be that of "sweeper/keeper" in these instances.  

Also, be sure to rotate goalkeepers.
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Step 1:  Establish a League
Elect a league coordinator whose responsibility is to schedule games and allocate playing 

space.  This person should also ensure that teams are promptly organized and that all 

parties have the relevant materials in a timely manner.

Step 2:  Provide For A Playing Area
You will need to allocate a 30 x 40 yard area to each practice squad.  A squad should 

consist of 12 players.  Subdivide the area into 10 x 10 yard grids as shown in the diagram 

below:

Split your team into four groups of three for the purposes of small sided games.  Team A 

then scrimmages team B on a 20 x 30 yard area while team C plays team D on the 

adjacent 20 x 30 yard area.  If you have sufficient time, rotate the teams more regularly so 

that team A plays both team B and team C in the allotted time period.

Step 3:  Establish Rules & Regulations
We suggest that you adhere to the following recommendations:

Dimensions

•  Field of play for small-sided games to be 20 x 30 yards.  To avoid any confusion, we 

recommend that you avoid laying down any internal field markings.  Use discs to 

delineate internal markings such as the center spot and penalty box.  

•  Goals should be a maximum of four feet high and six feet wide.  Goals can be purchased 

through MLS Camps.

The Ball

•  Size 3 regulation
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Number Of Players

•  Each practice squad should consist of twelve players.

•  Each team fields three players on the field at any one time during scrimmage games.

Time

•  This should be flexible according to the total time you have allotted for your coaching 

session.

Equipment

•  Team jersey/t-shirt, shorts, stockings, shinguards and athletic footwear should all be 

mandatory.  See our complete line of soccer products on the web at www.mlscamps.com.

Officials

• Utilize parents or coaches to officiate scrimmage games.

•  Ensure that officials are aware of their responsibility to the children to explain infractions 

and encourage fair play.

General Rule Modifications

•  No off-sides.

• Substitutions, in instances where there are more than 12 players on a squad, should be 

carried out every couple of minutes during breaks in the play.

•  Allow the ball to be rolled in underarm at throw-ins.  This makes the ball easier to control 

for the child.
  

Step 4 - Set A Pre-season Meeting
• Arrange a pre-season get together of coaches, assistants and other interested 

administrators.  Reach consensus on rules and regulations, goals and objectives.  Hand 

out self-help booklets, game schedules and field allocations.

•  Arrange a meeting with team parents and players.  Use this opportunity to 

 solicit input regarding team expectations and goals/outcomes.  Clarify your 

 expectations regarding issues like sideline behavior and parental 

 responsibilities.  Behavioral recommendations may include:

 1. Parents should remain seated in the spectator area during the practice/game.

 2. Parents should not yell instructions or criticisms to the children.

 3. Parents should not make derogatory comments to coaches, officials or league 

administrators.

 4. Parents should not interfere with their child’s coach.  They must be willing to relinquish 

the responsibility for their child to the coach for the period of the practice/game.
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•  Organize additional help/assistants and team parents for refreshments and snacks.

•  Ensure as many parents as possible can attend practice sessions and games.

•  Obtain as much background information as possible on your players for your records:

 * Name, address, phone number, and e-mail address

 * Occupational information for parents

 * Current medications, allergies, etc.     

 * Previous playing experience

 Refer to the enclosed player information record at the back of this booklet.

Step 5 - Organize Your Practice Sessions
Where will sessions be held?  What time will they start and finish?  How often will they 

practice during the week?

Your practice sessions should be no longer than 1 hour 15 minutes in duration once a 

week.  Each session should follow the activity guidelines established in this booklet.  This 

incorporates key elements such as:

Activation Time  warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting

Fun & Games  a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like Yogi’s Lunch, The Big Bad Wolf, and 

Hungry Hippos

Mini-Munchkin Match  M, M & M’s - special recognition for the performance of set 

technical criteria

Massive Munchkin Match  M, M & M’s - free play, small-sided scrimmage games

Activity Break  trivia, competitions, jokes and stories

Step 6 - Assessments
The following assessment tools are contained herein:

Coaches Logbook:  written by the coach to track his/her thoughts and ideas as the 

season unfolds.

Coaches Evaluation:  comments transferred from the logbook onto a formal evaluation to 

be submitted to the age level coordinator.

Parents Evaluation:  parents' comments on the program's successes and concerns.

Player Assessment: a player assessment tool to track each player’s improvement through 

the course of the season (certificate of completion at this age). 
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All feedback should be displayed during your end of season debrief.  Use it to develop your 

plan for the following year.

Step 7 - Debriefing
At the end of the season, we recommend that you set aside a time when coaches in the 

division can get together to brainstorm the positives, concerns and recommendations from 

the year.  It is imperative that you have a summation of the parents/players evaluations 

from your coaching group completed by this time.  

Here is an outline which you can use in running the meeting:

Step 1 - Identify the positives from the season - have attendees take 5 minutes to write 

them down - list them on chart paper.

Step 2 - Identify concerns from the season - have attendees take 5 minutes to write them 

down - list them on chart paper.

Step 3 - Review the concerns.  Prioritize them individually into a top 10, giving a 10 to your 

top concern and a 1 to your least concern.  Add up everyone’s scores in order to get a 

consensus top 10.

Step 4 - Split into groups of 4.  Take 2 concerns per group.  Attempt to solve the concerns 

by writing action plans to address the concern.  Here is an example of how to present your 

thoughts:

Concern - not enough coaching support/mentoring to supplement booklet ideas.

Recommendation - (1) Hire MLS Camps coaching staff to provide support for the first 3 

weeks of the soccer season  (2) Bring MLS Camps coaches in to conduct a pre-season 

licensing course  (3) Club to contribute 50% of fee to send each coach to a state licensing 

course.

Justification For Change - (1) Assists the coach/assistant coaching staff in their 

preparations  (2) Provides a much needed assurance that what we are doing is in fact what 

we are supposed to be doing  (3) Provides assurances to the parents that we are 

knowledgeable, trained volunteers.

Step 8 - Questions/Comments
If you have any inquiries pertaining to anything included in this booklet, please call our club 

info-line at 1-800-680-6272.  Help is a toll free phone call away!
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Additional Soccer and Services Available to You through

MLS Camps by calling 1-800-680-6272 or visiting MLScamps.com

Player Development 

 – Camps  (Recreational, Competitive, Elite)

 – Clinics (Group & Individual)

Coach Development 

 – Training 

 – Clinics (Coaching Clinics, Team Clinics)

Club Development 

 – Packaged Camp Programs

 – Packaged Club Programs

 – Fund-Raising

 – NSCAA Diploma Courses

 – Online Resource Tools

 – Player/Team & Coach Assessment

 – Soccer Personnel Recruitment (Trainers & Directors of Coaching)

 – Strategic Planning Consultation

Equipment & Apparel

 – The Camp Store at MLScamps.com
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Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  One

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30   Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:50   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:50-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Ball Feeling

1

Purpose
To develop close control and coordination skills.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Each player must find space in the area.  1 ball per player.

Game Objective
Players react to the commands of the coach, only when the command is preceded by “Simon Says.” If 
the coach says “Stop the ball” and not “Simon says—Stop the ball,” then each player should continue to 
do the same activity that they were doing before the command.

Story
Commands include: turn, stop, elbow on the ball, head on the ball, sit on the ball, dribble with one foot 
only, speed up, and slow down.

Key Coaching Points
Are your players able to respond quickly to your instructions?

Simon Says

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Running With The Ball

4

Purpose
To develop close control and change of direction.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. All players start on one endline. 1 ball per player.

Game Objective
The coach calls out any of the directions, Coke, Pepsi, 7-Up, Sprite. The players must dribble their ball 
towards the line which corresponds to the command. Other commands include 1.) Milk Shake – Kids do 
a forward roll, 2.) Vertical with Dew – All players run through the coaches legs, 3.) AllSport– All players 
circle up and link hands to make a human chain around the coach.  4.) Juice Box – Hop around on 1 
leg, 5.)  YooHoo –  Coach shouts out, “YooHoo!” and kids respond with “BooHoo!” 

Story
It is a hot, hot day and everybody is gasping for their favorite fun time drink.

Key Coaching Points
1. Run through without a ball first so that the players can learn the directions.
2. Change direction by using the sole of the foot to stop the ball and roll it behind you.

Soda Fountain

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Sprite

7-up

Pepsi Coke



MORE FUN & GAMES - Running With Ball

10

Purpose
To develop close control over a short distance.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Set out two lines of six 
discs approximately 5 yards apart. Station one player by each disc. One ball per player. The Light 
players are the “Rats” and the Dark players are the “Rabbits.”

Game Objective
When the coach calls out “rabbits”, the dark rabbits team chase the rats to the end line. The dark team 
must tag the light players before they reach the safety of their end line. Repeat in opposite direction 
when the coach calls out “rats.” Increase the pace of the game by having players a.) jump over the ball, 
b.) touch the ball with the sole of their feet, or c.) sit up and down on the ball, when standing in position, 
etc.

Story
The rats scurry to their sewers while the rabbits dive into their hutch.

Key Coaching Points
1. Cover the ground as quickly as possible when running with the ball.
2. Try to stop the ball on your endline with the sole of your foot.
3. Get the ball out from under your feet.

Rats & Rabbits

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

5 yds



FUN & GAMES - Ball Feeling & Turning

6

Purpose
To develop keeping the ball under close control.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. The coach stands on one 
endline with his back to the players. The players are spread along the opposite endline. Place all the 
balls behind the coach.

Game Objective
The players creep up to the coach, collect a soccer ball and dribble back to the start line. The coach 
chases the players back to the start line. Any player that is tagged joins the coach as a spider on the far 
endline.

Story
The coach is a spider, the kids are flies. The spider is sleeping in his web but awakes to find the flies 
stuck to his silky trap.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball within 2-3 feet between touches as if the ball were a puppy on a leash.
2. Try to stop the ball at the start line using the sole of the foot to trap the ball.

The Spider’s Web

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



MORE FUN & GAMES - Running With The Ball

11

Purpose
To develop keeping close control when running with the 
ball.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Create a 5 x 5 yard square in one corner of the grid.  All players start inside 
the larger area with a soccer ball.

Game Objective
Players dribble around the area. They must react to the following commands. a.) “Scrub the deck” = 
move the ball forwards and backwards with sole of foot. b.) “Walk the plank” = players run into the shark 
cage, c.) “Hoist the main sail” = throw the ball in the air, jump and catch it, d.) “Shark attack” = coach 
runs into the area to tackle and challenge the dribblers.

Story
As a fun exercise, anyone tagged by the coach must go to the “shark cage” where they do “Australian 
push-ups” – lie on your back, hands and feet in the air.

Key Coaching Points
Make the practice fun by putting a cone on your foot and pretending to be a wooden legged pirate.

All Hands On Deck

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

SHARK
CAGE



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Two

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:25  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:25-0:40   Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - a small sided game with special 

recognition for the performance of set technical  criteria)

0:40-0:55   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:55-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATOR - Ball Feeling

2

Purpose
To develop fast footwork and close control.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area. The coach stands on one 
end line with his/her back to the players who are spread along the opposite end line. 1 ball per player.

Game Objective
The players shout out “How long left ref?” The coach gives them a time; e.g., 5 minutes. The coach 
counts aloud 1-2-3-4-5 and turns around to face the players who are dribbling towards him. The players 
must stop the ball with the sole of their foot. Anyone seen moving is sent back to the start line. The 
coach turns his back again.  Repeat.  The winner is the player who tags the coach first.

Story
The coach can introduce fun commands 1.) Injury Time–kids fall to the ground grab their knee and make 
lots of noise. 2.) Red Card–kids fall onto their knee and beg “Sorry ref, sorry ref”. 3.) Full Time–coach 
chases the kids back to the start line.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball within 2–3 feet between touches.
2. Look up and around between touches.

How Long Left Ref?

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



FUN & GAMES - Ball Feeling & Turning

5

Purpose
To develop turning and running with the ball.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Groups of three. Station 
one group in each corner of the square. All balls are placed in the middle of the grid.

Game Objective
Each player is numbered 1, 2, 3 in each team. Number 1’ s run to the middle, turn with the ball and 
dribble back to the corner. Number 1 tags number 2, who runs to the middle, turns with the ball and 
dribbles back to the corner. Number 2 relays with number 3. The winning team is the first to have 3 balls 
in their corner.

Story
The brontosaurus burgers are cooking nicely until they run out of coals for the fire. Fred, Barney, Wilma 
and Betty race to the store to buy a new bag of charcoal.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball within 2-3 feet between touches as if the ball were Dino on a leash.
2. Try to stop the ball in the corner using the sole of the foot to trap the ball.

The Bedrock Barbeque

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MINI MUNCHKIN MATCH - Ball Feeling

7

Purpose
To develop team play.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area. Play 3 v 3 with no goalkeepers.  Repeat in another area for a total of 12 
players.

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score in the opposing goal through the interplay of players on the same 
team.  This activity is designed to encourage attacking play.  Coaches should not discuss defensive 
techniques at this point in their development.

Story
The greatest player in the history of the game was the Brazilian superstar, Pelé.  Pelé learned to play 
the game on the beaches of Rio de Janeiro with a handful of his friends.  They used shirts as goal posts, 
coconut shells for sidelines, and a tennis ball as a soccer ball.  Games were never more than 3 v 3 
players.  The youngsters would imagine what it would be like to some day represent their country as 
professional soccer players.

Key Coaching Points
1. When attacking, spread out and make a big triangle.
2. Show kids how to score by kicking the ball through the goals.

Fun 3’s

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling The Ball

8

Purpose
To develop directional dribbling.

Organization
Set out a circle of 11 discs in 20 x 20 yard area. Station a player in each of the gates made by 2 discs. 1 
player remains outside the circle to act as the initial beat the clock dribbler.

Game Objective
A dark player dribbles around the outside of the circle. When he tags someone, he shouts out, “Sticky 
donut!”  The two players then dribble around the circle in opposite directions. The first player back to the 
vacant gate fills the spot. The other player dribbles on and repeats the practice.  Start without a ball first 
so players understand the game.

Story
If the coach shouts out, “Grab a donut!,” all the players have to dribble their balls and try to get to the 
middle cone first.  The first player to arrive at the cone, picks it up and pretends to eat the gooiest donut 
of them all––the Boston Creme!

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball within 2-3 feet between touches.
2. Look up between touches to get a better sense of direction and to avoid the other runner as he comes 

around.

Sticky Donut

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling The Ball

9

Purpose
To develop directional dribbling.

Organization
Set out a circle of discs in 20 x 20 yard area.  Group in 
pairs. Station the partners inside a pair of discs. 
Number the players #1 and #2.

Game Objective
On the coaches command “saddle up,” light player #1 stands over the  back of dark player, who is on all 
4’s. On the command “ride,” the light jumps off then crawls through dark player's legs and dribbles the 
ball in a clockwise direction around the outside of the circle. When he gets back to his partner, he goes 
through his legs and jumps on his back again to finish. Rotate positions.

Story
The Lone Ranger and his trusty steed Silver are galloping through the canyon . . . “Hi Ho Silver and 
away!”

Progressions
1 of the cowboys is now the sheriff and goes in the other direction.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball within 2-3 feet between touches.
2. Glance up and around between touches to get your bearings.

The Lone Ranger

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

1 2



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Three

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30   Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:50   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:50-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Control

14

Purpose
To develop keeping the ball under close control when 
dribbling.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Players are randomly spaced in the area.  1 ball per player.

Game Objective
Players dribble around the area.  The coach leads them in the chorus of “Old MacDonald had a farm.”  
When he gets to  “on the farm he had some . . .”, the coach comes up with the name of a different 
animal each time.  The players have to do the animal impersonation.

Story
Commands include “chickens” = sit on the ball, “frogs” = put the ball between knees and jump around, 
“pigs” = push the ball around the floor with your nose, “kangaroo” = put the ball up your shirt and bounce 
around.

Key Coaching Points
1. Have lots of fun.
2. Do the impressions yourself so that they are properly demonstrated to the players.

Old MacDonald

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling

16

Purpose
To develop awareness––changing movement and 
direction.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Groups of 12, 1 ball per player. 

Game Objective
At the start of the game, players lie face down on the ground with their heads on the ball and eyes 
closed.   When the coach shouts, “Mufasa!,” the players jump up and dribble their ball to the coach.  
Players must attempt to grab the coach’s hand as the he moves around the area.

Story
Mufasa is roaming around the jungle.  Simba and Nala are hiding in the bushes, to playfully jump out 
and nip at Mufasa’s paw.

Key Coaching Points
1. Changing direction.
2. Dribbling and moving the ball.
3. Be quick, alert and react to the coach.

Lion King

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



FUN & GAMES - Running With The Ball

17

Purpose
To develop close control with speed.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area.  The coach stands on one 
endline with his back to the players who are spread along the opposite endline.  Place 6 discs behind 
the coach.  1 ball per player.

Game Objective
When the coach has his back to the players, the players must dribble toward the opposite endline.  
When the coach turns around he/she shouts “Look out Yogi.”  At this point the players must stop the ball 
with the sole of their feet. Anyone seen moving is sent back to the startline.  The Coach turns his/her 
back again.  Repeat.  The first 6 players to pick up a disc get to eat lunch.

Story
Yogi is out and about in Jellystone Park looking for tourists with picnic baskets.   Yogi must sneak up 
behind Ranger Smith and steal a picnic basket.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try to keep the ball on a leash 2–3 feet in front between touches.
2. Encourage the children to find a balance between speed  and control without directly teaching them 

these fundamentals.
3. Next time coach does not turn around and shout but just turns around to encourage players to look up 

between touches.

Yogi’s Lunch

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

18

Purpose
To develop start and stop techniques.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  All 12 players have a ball and must stay within the confines of the area.

Game Objective
All players dribble around the square using the inside, outside and laces of the foot.  They must react to 
the following commands given by the coach. “Green” = Go, “Amber” = Touches on the ball on the spot, 
“Red” = Stop with the foot on the ball, “Crash” = all fall to the ground, “Stop Sign” = Stop 3 seconds and 
go, and “Runaway Truck” = Coach runs in and kicks the balls out of the square.

Progressions
It is busy rush hour commuter traffic. To avoid accidents, everyone has to obey the laws of the road.

Key Coaching Points
1. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front of you between touches.
2. Look to move into space.
3. Use the sole of the foot to stop the ball.

Traffic Control

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

21

Purpose
To develop turning and running with the ball.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. 1 ball per player except for 
the lone (dark player) catcher. All players must stay within the confines of the area.

Game Objective
The Light players are chased by the dark catcher.  Any light player, who either a.) dribbles outside the 
box or b.) has their ball kicked outside the box by the catcher, becomes a dark catcher. Play until only 
one   light player remains.

Progressions
The evil temptress Cruella de Ville is scouring the streets in search of dalmation puppies.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball on a leash 2-3 feet long.
2. Try to look up and around between touches.
3. Use your body to shield the ball from the defenders.
4. Turn away from danger.

101 Dalmations

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

22

Purpose
To develop close control and fast footwork.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Set out 8 random cones inside the area and a 5 yard square in the corner 
as shown in the diagram. All 12 players have a ball and must stay within the confines of the area.

Game Objective
The players must dribble around the area. When the coach shouts out “Dog catcher!,” the players have 
to stop their ball at one of the cones inside the area. The four players that remain must dribble their ball 
into the dog pound to do a fun penalty that the coach has called for; e.g., Australian push-ups.

Story
A stray dog is walking around the park. The only way he can escape the dog catcher is to hide behind 
the trees (cones).

Key Coaching Points
1. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front at all times as if it were a puppy on a leash.
2. Keep your head up between touches.

The Dog Pound

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

DOG
POUND



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Four

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:25  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:25-0:40   Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - a small sided game with special 

recognition for the performance of set technical  criteria)

0:40-0:55   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:55-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Moving

15

Purpose
Spatial awareness––to encourage kids to move about 
freely.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area with one 5 x 5 and one 10 x 10 yard area contained within.  Station all 
players within the 5 x 5 yard area as shown in the diagram.

Game Objective
Players should attempt to move around the 5 x 5 yard area without a ball without bumping into or 
touching any other player.  Progress to a 10 x 10 yard area.  Players are required to perform various 
tasks such as jumping, skipping, leaping and bounding while attempting to avoid any contact with other 
players in the area.  Finally, progress to the 20 x 20 yard area, introducing a soccer ball.

Story
All great soccer players have a sense of how to create space on the field of play and how to take 
advantage of the spaces created by others.  

Key Coaching Points
Encourage players to look up and avoid others again.

Hee-Bee Gee-Bees

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

5

5

10

10

20

20



ACTIVATORS - Moving

13

Purpose
To activate players with large body movements.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Groups of 12 players.

Game Objective
The rabbits (players) have a pinnie in the back of their 
shorts.  The fox (coach) moves the area catching 
rabbits by pulling out their “tails” (pinnies).  The rabbits try to avoid the fox who is looking to get their tails 
by ducking, diving, dodging and twisting.  However, once they are caught, they also become a fox.  
Conduct the activity without a ball at first and then introduce a ball to both the fox and the rabbits.

Story
The fox is looking to have a little fun chasing rabbits around the meadow.  The fox is especially attracted 
to the rabbits white, fluffy tails.  Can the rabbits outfox the fox?

Key Coaching Points
1. Change speed and direction.
2. Use every part of your foot to move the ball.

Fox & Rabbits

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach

F



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

19

Purpose
To develop close control, shielding & turning in a 
confined area.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. 10 light player “piggies”  have a ball and 2 dark player “big bad wolves” 
players  do not have a ball.

Game Objective
The light players must dribble around the area. The dark players must attempt to kick the balls out of the 
area. Once a light player has lost his ball or has dribbled outside the area, he must bring it back into the 
area and stand with the ball above his head with his legs apart in a stationary position. Light players are 
released only when a light teammate dribbles his ball through their legs.  Once released, players return 
to the game.

Story
The “big bad wolf” will huff and puff and he’ll blow your house down.

Key Coaching Points
1. Use your speed and change of direction to evade the “big bad wolf.”
2. Use your body to shield the ball from the “big bad wolf.”

 The Big Bad Wolf & The Little Piggies

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MINI MUNCHKIN MATCH - Dribbling

20

Purpose
To encourage players to spread out.

Organization
Set out a 30 x 30 yard area with a goal in each corner.   Play 2 teams of 4 v 4 with another team of 4 
players waiting to play the next game.

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal by dribbling the ball through any of the 4 corner goals.  Players 
should be encouraged to spread out and play in the entire area, changing directions and attacking all 
goals.  Rotate teams every 2 minutes.  As a further progression, players may opt to pass or shoot the 
ball through the goals.

Story
The Dutch revolutionized the way the game is played through the application of small sided 4 v 4 games 
in training.  Players were encouraged to experiment and try new skills while touching the ball much more 
frequently than in a regular 11 v 11 game.

Key Coaching Points
If the players get bunched up, the coach should shout out, “Team 1, Runaway Train!” (or “Team 2!”).  All 
the players of that team must them run up to the coach and crawl through his legs before they are back 
in the game.

Fabulous 4’s

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

23

Purpose
To develop dribbling, shielding and turning.

Organization
Set out a 10 x 10 yard area. Groups of 3. Two catchers (dark players) and one runner (light player) are  
stationed inside the grid.  Repeat in three other areas for a total of 12 players.

Game Objective
Players begin the game without a ball. The runner (light player) must avoid being caught by dodging the 
catchers (dark players) while staying inside the area.  A player is caught when tagged by a catcher.  The 
catcher then changes places with the runner.  Once players are familiar with this objective, a ball may 
now be introduced.   The light player must dribble his ball to escape the two defenders. The dark players 
must try to pass their ball against that of the light player. When the player’s ball is hit, the players rotate 
positions.

Story
The dog has run off with a bone.  Your job is to catch him and bring him back.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try to glance up and around between touches.
2. Try to get close to the Light player before attempting a pass.

Dog Catcher

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Running & Turning

24

Purpose
To develop change of direction with speed.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Divide the players into two teams of six. Number each player from 1 to 6.  
Position teams on opposite end lines. 

Game Objective
The coach rolls two balls into the middle of the area and calls out a number corresponding to one player 
on each team. The respective players run out and bring their ball back to their own team’s end line. The 
game is not over until the ball is stopped on the line.

Story
Dick Dasterdly and Mutley are flying the Red Baron to catch up with the Pigeon messenger.

Progressions
Coach now throws out only 1 ball.

Key Coaching Points
1. Speed to the ball.
2. A good turn on the ball if you are first to the ball.
3. Good pace over the ground when running with the ball.

Catch The Pigeon

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Five

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30   Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:50   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:50-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATOR - Running With The Ball

26

Purpose
To develop close control and change of direction.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  All players start on one 
endline. 1 ball per player.

Game Objective
Players must listen and respond to the commands 
given by the coach. 1). “North Stand” = players run to the North Stand line. 2). “South Stand” = players 
run to the South Stand line. 3). “The boss is here” = players stand to attention and salute the coach. 4). 
“The trainer is here” = players fall to the ground, grab their knee and make lots of noise. 5). “Diving 
Headers” = players fall to the ground, face down with forehead on the ball.

Story
Welcome to the world famous home of Manchester United Football Club.  The “Reds” are holding an 
open trial in search of new talent from overseas.  See how you fare.

Key Coaching Points
1. Good close control.
2. Cover the ground as quickly as possible.
3. Encourage players to turn by hooking the ball with the inside of their foot in the opposite direction.

Old Trafford

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

North Stand

South Stand



FUN & GAMES - Running With The Ball

28

Purpose
Warm up, agility and movement.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  The coach lies down, face up, in the center of the area.  All 12 players form 
a circle around the coach by holding hands or linking arms.  Station cones randomly inside the area.  No 
balls are needed at the start of the game.  

Game Objective
The coach is a sleeping giant.  When coach yells out (e.g., “Rise and Shine!”), the players must break 
the circle and run back to their safe house (cone).  Only one player allowed per cone.  If the coach tags 
the player, he becomes a “sleeping giant” also.  

Story
The munchkins are walking through the forest, trying not to awaken the sleeping giant.

Progression
Introduce a ball.

Key Coaching Points
1. Change direction and speed quickly.
2. Get to a cone as quickly as possible.
3. Look up and around to avoid bumping into other players.

Wake Up The Giant

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

29

Purpose
To develop close control and tackling.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  1 ball per player.  All 
players must stay within the confines of the area.

Game Objective
Each player has to attempt to knock out another player’s ball while keeping control of their own ball. Any 
ball that is a.) dribbled outside or b.) kicked outside of the square, is considered out. These players must 
then go to the hospital and do a big toe turn (“chop” turn, using inside of foot).  Players return to the area 
upon completion of the turn.

Story
Who will win this battle of the muscle masters – only the strong will survive.

Key Coaching Points
1. Use your body to shield the ball from an opponent.
2. Encourage turns to get out of danger.

Gladiators

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Hospital



MORE FUN & GAMES - Passing

36

Purpose
To develop passing accuracy and receiving.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 10 yard area.  Pair up the players on 
opposite sides of the grid. Place six discs across the middle of the area.  Place a soccer ball on each 
disc, or use cones to make more balls available.  1 ball per pair.

Game Objective
The 6 light players play the ball across the area at the same time, attempting to knock a ball off a disc in 
the center of the area.  The player on the opposite side should shuffle across when necessary to receive 
the ball.  Repeat in the opposite direction.

Story
How many coconuts can you knock off the stand at the summer fair?

Key Coaching Points
1. Take a 2 - 3 pace run up at the ball.
2. Place the non-kicking foot 8-10 inches to the side of the ball.
3. Strike the ball with the inside of the foot.

Topple Me Coconuts

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

34

Purpose
Beating the opponent under passive pressure.

Organization
Set out a 30 x 20 yard area in 10 yard grids. Station 1 player in each grid in the crab position. (belly up - 
on hands and feet).  6 players start on one end line with a ball.  Station discs at the opposite end line.

Game Objective
The light players must dribble across the area without being tackled by the dark crab players. At the 
opposite end line they pick up the disc and wear it as an earring or a hat as they dribble back to the 
starting line.

Story
Peter Pan’s brother “Frying Pan” and Tinkerbell fly across Never Never Land avoiding the evil Hook on 
their journey.

Key Coaching Points
1. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front of you between touches.
2. When approaching a defender, push the ball into an open space to his side and accelerate into the 

space.

Captain Hook

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Six

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:25  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:25-0:45   Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - a small sided game with special 

recognition for the performance of set technical  criteria)

0:45-0:55   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:55-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATOR - Running With The Ball

27

Purpose
Dribbling skills and teamwork.

Organization
Set out a 30 x 30 yard area.  Position players in a line behind the coach as shown in the diagram.  No 
balls needed at the start of the game.  Set out discs randomly inside the area.

Game Objective
Big game hunter, Bertie Babcock, is scouring the jungle in search of his supper.  He is being followed by 
creepy, crawly creatures (players) as he goes.  When Bertie cries out, “It’s time to catch myself a 
Munchkin!,” all the creepy crawlies run away to find a jungle tree (cone) to stand by.  Players are safe 
from big, bad Bertie when hiding behind a tree.

Story
Can you outwit the greatest hunter of them all, Bertie Babcock?!

Progressions
1. All players now have a ball as they follow behind Bertie.
2. Bertie now has a ball with him and everything he does, the kids copy (i.e.,  dribbles to the left, dribbles 

to the right, puts his foot on the ball, balances it on his head).

Key Coaching Points
1. Use different parts of your feet to kick the ball.
2. Ask the players, “Which parts of the feet could you use?”

Bertie Babcock, Big Game Hunter

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP Coach



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

30

Purpose
To develop rounding an opponent under pressure.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area.  10 players start on one 
end line, each with a ball. 2 defenders are stationed in 
the middle without soccer balls.

Game Objective
The 2 dark players start as hippos. All light players must dribble past the (dark) defenders to the safety 
of the end line. If the dark player manages to kick the light player’s ball out of the area, then that player 
also becomes a hippo. Continue until 1 light player remains.

Story
Just as in the game of “Hungry Hippo,” the hippo will snap up your marble if you are not careful.

Key Coaching Points
1. Accelerate into the spaces to the sides of the defenders.
2. Try to stop the ball with the sole of the foot on the far endline.
3. Pretend to go one way, then go the other way before the hippo catches you!

Hungry Hippos

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling & Shooting

31

Purpose
Rounding an opponent under passive pressure.

Organization
Set out a 30 x 20 yard area in 10 yard grids. Group in 
4’s.  The light player starts at the end line. The dark crab players start in the center of the first grid.  A 
goalkeeper and goal are at the end of the grid.  1 ball per group.

Game Objective
The light players must dribble around the crab players (belly up, hands and feet on the ground) to the far 
grid and try to score past the goalkeeper.

Story
The dark crab players are alligators in the Florida Everglades. The light players are on safari and must 
navigate this hazardous marshland.

Key Coaching Points
1. Run with the ball by pushing it with your laces.
2. Keep your head up while dribbling.
3. As a defender approaches, change direction and speed up into the space 
 to his side.

Alligator’s Alley

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK GK GK



MINI MUNCHKIN MATCH - Passing 

32

Purpose
To encourage success and shooting skill.

Organization
Set out 25 x 30 yard area.  Position cones on the end 
lines, spaced as shown in the diagram.  Each goal has 
a different value according to the width of the goal (i.e., 
the narrower the goal, the higher the points).  Play 5 v 5 
inside the area with a lone target player at each end of 
the field.

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score by playing the ball through one of the goals on the opposing end line 
to a target player.  Rotate target players throughout the practice.

Story
This is a futuristic game of soccer in which teams can score 15 goals with 1 shot on goal.

Progressions
Use 2 soccer balls.

Key Coaching Points
Make the following comments to the players:
1. “When you get the ball, try and shoot it.”
2. “Try to use your laces when you kick the ball.”
3. “Point your toe and lock your ankle.”

Famous 5’s

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Points

105 15 10 5

105 15 10 5

Points



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

35

Purpose
To develop change of direction under pressure.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Set out as many gates as possible within the area (two discs, 2 yards 
apart).  Each player has a ball.  Group in pairs.

Game Objective
The light player must dribble through as many gates as possible in a specified time limit. The dark player 
must try to shadow his partner and each time he is able to kick his ball and it hits the ball of his partner, 
the light player loses a point. One point per gate.

Story
The knights (light players) are being chased through the dungeons by fire breathing dragons (dark 
players).

Key Coaching Points
1. Use the inside of the foot to hook the ball to the side when crossing through a gate.
2. Try to cover the ground between the gates as quickly as possible.

Dungeons & Dragons

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Seven

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30   Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:50   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:50-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Running With The Ball 

37

Purpose
To develop spatial understanding and movement skills.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Station 6 players on 
opposite end lines as shown in the diagram.  No balls are required at the start of the game.

Game Objective
The object of the game is for players to run across the area without bumping into players running in the 
opposite direction.  Players should be encouraged to spread out to the touch lines instead of running 
through the middle of the area.

Story
Speedy races through the white sands of New Mexico in search of Carlsbad Caverns yelling, “Arriba, 
arriba . . . andale, andale!”

Progressions
Introduce a soccer ball.

Key Coaching Points
1. Change your speed and direction.
2. Go slow and look around as you are moving––better to go slowly than too quickly and bump into 
    people.

Speedy Gonzales

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling

40

Purpose
To develop turning and running with the ball.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Group in pairs, 1 ball per pair.  The light player stands behind their dark 
partner.  The light player is in possession of the ball.

Game Objective
The objective of the game is for the dark player to lose his shadowing light player. The light player must 
dribble at speed to track the dark player.  When the coach shouts out “Catch me if you can,” both 
players freeze.   The light player has to try to pass the ball through the legs of his dark partner to score.  
Rotate positions.

Story
Dark Player is Jerry, light Player is Tom.  Tom is chasing Jerry around the yard.

Key Coaching Points
1. Push the ball with the laces.
2. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front of you between touches.
3. Look up and around between touches.

Tom & Jerry

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling

41

Purpose
To develop dribbling and passing.

Organization
Set out a  20 x 20 yard area.  Set out gates randomly 
by spacing two discs two yards apart.  Group in pairs.  1 ball between 2 players.

Game Objective
The object of the game is for pairs to dribble the ball to a gate, then pass the ball through the gate 3 
times to score a goal.  Players move throughout the area until they have completed all gates.  If another 
pair is at a gate, players should move to a gate which is vacant.

Story
Ren & Stimpy are running from house to house selling rubber nipples.

Progressions
Have 1 pair as defenders in the area without a ball.  These players must try to steal the ball from players 
in possession.

Key Coaching Points
1. Dribble quickly between the gates.
2. Keep your head up to see free gates.
3. When passing, strike through the middle of the ball in the direction of the target.

Ren & Stimpy

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Passing

42

Purpose
To develop passing accuracy.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Group players in pairs.  Position them across from one another on opposite 
sides of the area.  Station 2 other players on the mid-point of one end line.  Place a staggered row of 
discs across the area and 4 discs at the far end line.

Game Objective
The two mid-point players take turns to dribble in and out of the discs in order to collect the discs on the 
far side of the grid.  Players on the outside of the area must attempt to pass their ball to hit the dribbler 
on or below the knee as they cross. Count the number of strikes until all 4 cones have been retrieved.

Story
Super Mario has to make his way across the street to the hardware store.

Key Coaching Points
1. Use the inside of the foot when passing.
2. Move into line early when receiving the ball.
3. Take at least 2 steps back before striking the ball.

Super Mario Brothers

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Passing

46

Purpose
To develop fast footwork and close control.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area.  1 defender starts in the 
area with a ball.  The remaining players start on one 
end line without balls.

Game Objective
The dark player must strike his ball to hit the light player on or below the knee as they run across the 
area. When a light player is hit, he too becomes a dark player.

Story
Spiderman (dark player) stands alone in the metropolis.  As the villains wreak havoc in streets, 
Spiderman snares them with his sticky web.

Key Coaching Points
1. Strike through the midline of the ball.
2. Follow through at the target.
3. Aim your pass in front of the runner.

Spider Man

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Passing

47

Purpose
To develop dribbling techniques leading to a short 
range, accurate pass.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area.  2 dark players are 
stationed in the center of the area, one ball between the two.  The remaining light players start on one 
end line.  1 ball per player.

Game Objective
The light players must dribble their ball to the opposite endline without a dark player striking his ball to 
hit the light  player’s ball.  When they are hit, they become a dark player.  Where possible try to keep the 
dark players in pairs with one ball between them.

Story
The caped crusader and the boy wonder must save the people of Gotham City from the desperate 
clutches of the Joker, Penguin, Riddler, Cat Woman and Mr. Freeze (aka Ahhhhh-nold).  When the bat 
phone rings, the dynamic duo spring into action.

Key Coaching Points
The dark players must work in tandem, passing the ball back and forth and dribbling to get a closer
 passing opportunity.

Batman & Robin

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Eight

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:45   Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - a small sided game with special 

recognition for the performance of set technical  criteria)

0:45-0:55   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:55-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling

38

Purpose
To develop dribbling under passive pressure.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Group in pairs.  1 ball per pair.  The light player starts with the ball in front 
of the dark player.

Game Objective
The object of the game is for the light player to lose his shadow dark player. The defender is not allowed 
to touch his partner or the ball. When the coach shouts out “Dee Dee,” all kids freeze.  When the coach 
calls out, “Dexter,” they all start again.

Story
For Dexter, every day is a great day for science!  A diminutive, red-headed boy genius, Dexer lives in a 
quiet suburban neighborhood with his mom, dad and older sister Dee Dee.  Dexter slips away to his fully 
equipped bedroom laboratory to solve problems ranging from saving the wrold to thwarting schoolyard 
bullies.  Dee Dee does not share Dexter’s passion for science, preferring instead to be a talented 
ballerina.  Dee Dee has been known to throw a money wrench into Dexter’s great plans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Concentrate on the ball and not the partner.
2. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front of you between touches using the laces of the foot.

Dexter’s Laboratory

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling

39

Purpose
To develop dribbling, turning and pursuit.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Group in pairs, 1 ball per pair.  The light player with the ball stands behind 
the dark  player.

Game Objective
The object of the game is for the dark player to lose his shadowing light partner. The light player must 
dribble at speed, tracking the dark player.  When the coach shouts out, “Tommy,” all the kids freeze.  
When the coach calls out “Angelica,” they start again.

Story
The one-and-only Tommy Pickles is the guy who really gets things done.  And to think, he’s still in 
diapers!  Tommy runs the show, no doubt about it.  contrast that with three years of pure “mean” 
wrapped up into one pigtailed package...that’s Angelica.  She believes babies are meant to be picked 
on, tricked or blamed for things they didn’t do.  After all, she was here first!

Key Coaching Points
1. Encourage players to look up between touches to track their opponent.
2. Push the ball 2-3 feet in front of you between touches.

In A Pickle

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Passing

43

Purpose
To develop passing accuracy––playing the ball into 
space.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 30 yard area. Group in pairs.  Position 5 
players on each sideline, opposite partners.  Station 2 players with a ball on the other 2 end lines.  
Station discs randomly across the middle of the area.

Game Objective
The dark players must dribble across the area without being hit on or below the knee by soccers balls 
which are being passed back and forth by the light players.  Dark players must attempt to pick up cones 
(Samurai swards) as they dribble across the area.  Count the number of strikes in a one minute period.  
Rotate postions.

Story
In the distant past, an evil shape-shifter, named Aku, has brought destruction upon the land.  As the 
citizens’ last hope, a youngers is sent away to train as a Samurai warrious.  But, when he returns as an 
adult to confront Aku, the warrior finds himself flung into the future through a time portal, landing in an 
unknown time and place.  There, the locals dub him “Jack” and help him in his quest to return to the past 
and undo the evil brought by Aku.

Key Coaching Points
1. Use the inside of the foot when passing the ball for accuracy.
2. Strike through the mid-line of the ball thereby keeping the ball on the ground.

Samurai Jack

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Shooting  

44

Purpose
To increase pressure when dribbling and shooting.

Organization
Set out a 15 x 20 yard area.  Position players in 2 lines 
on each side of the area as shown in the diagram.  
Number each player from 1 - 6.  

Game Objective
The coach calls out a number between 1 and 6.  The numbered player from each team must run around 
the outside of the field and through the goal at the top or bottom of the diagram onto the field of play.  
The coach serves a ball into the middle of the area.  Players must compete to win the ball and attempt 
to dribble or shoot the ball through the goal at the opposite end of the area from which they entered.

Story
This game is a throw back to the Disney classic, Bedknobs & Broomsticks.  All the animals from the 
jungle are assembled for the Animal Cup Final.

Progressions
1. Call 2 numbers––players must pass before they can score.

Key Coaching Points
1. Serve the ball to 1 player.
2. Tell attacker to stop the ball, then fake like he is trying to dodge the other player.  The attacker is a 
    cheetah ready to change direction.

Bedknobs & Broomsticks

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MINI MUNCHKIN MATCH - Passing

45

Purpose
To develop shooting accuracy in a small sided game.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area.  Play 6 v 6. Place 5 discs with soccer balls on them on each end line.

Game Objective
Play 6 v 6 in the area.  When the ball rolls out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.  
The object is to score by knocking one of the balls off a disc on your team’s attacking end line.

Key Coaching Points
1. Encourage the players to strike the ball at the target whenever possible.
2. Encourage the players to spread out.
3. Use the inside of the foot for accuracy.

Crazy 6’s

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Passing

49

Purpose
To develop passing accuracy over a short distance.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  One defender starts in the area with a ball. The remaining players are 
randomly spaced in the area without balls.

Game Objective
The dark player must strike his ball to hit the light player on or below the knee. When a light player is hit, 
he too becomes a dark player.  Encourage the dark player to dribble as close to the light target player 
before striking the ball.

Story
Dark player is Iceman who is trying to shoot down Maverick (light player).  The last Maverick to be “hit” 
becomes Top Gun.

Key Coaching Points
1. Head over the  ball.
2. Strike the ball with the inside of the foot.
3. Keep the ball on the ground.

Top Gun

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Nine

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30   Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:50   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:50-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling 

51

Purpose
To develop spatial understanding and dribbling skills.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area with four 5 x 5 yard squares in the corner areas.  Station 3 players without a 
ball in each corner area.  

Game Objective
The coach shouts out, “Frogger!”  Players must run from their corner area to the next sequential corner 
area as shown in the diagram (1 goes to 2, etc.).  Continue the activity until players return to the area 
where they started.  

Story
Frogger jumps from lily pad to lily pad visiting his friends.  He must return home before dark or else his 
mother will give him a good tongue lashing.

Progressions
1. All run across holding hands.     2. 1 ball between 3 players. 
3. 2 balls between 3 players.         4. 1 ball per player. 

Key Coaching Points
1. Have the players moving about their own lily pad without bumping into each other.

Frogger

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

1

2

3

4



FUN & GAMES - Dribbling 

53

Purpose
To develop changing direction and speed when 
dribbling.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  12 players with 1 ball per 
player.  

Game Objective
The coach runs into the area attempting to tag one of the players.  When a player is tagged for the first 
time, he must hold on to where he was tagged and continue running from the coach (i.e., if the coach 
tags him on the knee, the player keeps his own hand on his knee).  If tagged for a 3rd time, they are to 
report to sick bay at the lower corner of the area.  Once in the sick bay, he must do a fake or turn before 
returning to the game.

Story
Virgil Virus runs around spreading his germs.  The sickly children must go to Sick Bay for treatment or 
run from Virgil to remain healthy.

Key Coaching Points
1. Look up and avoid other players.
2. Change direction often.
3. Keep knees bent so players can move in either direction.

Sick Bay Soccer

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach

Sick
Bay



FUN & GAMES - Shooting & Shotstopping 

54

Purpose
To develop an understanding of shooting technique.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Group players in pairs, 
facing each other 5 yards apart.  

Game Objective
The player possession rolls the ball to the side of his partner to demonstrate how much harder a ball is 
to stop when it travels along the ground.  Once familiar with this knowledge, players must attempt to 
shoot their balls past their partners.  Partners must attempt to stop or save the balls.  Repeat and rotate.

Story
Brainy, skillful, brave and clever, dead-eye shooters attempt to sting their opponents before they are any 
the wiser.

Key Coaching Points
1. Point your toe down.
2. Make your ankle stiff.
3. Look at the ball.

Power Ball

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MORE FUN & GAMES - Shooting

58

Purpose
To develop dribbling to goal and shooting on sight.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Station 3 players on each corner of the goal line. Position 5 crab player in 
the center of the area.  1 goalkeeper.

Game Objective
One player at a time from each team simultaneously dribbles down the sideline around the corner and 
through the gate towards the goal.  Each player must dribble in and out of the crab defenders to get a 
shot on goal.

Story
Indiana Jones is creeping through a tunnel littered with sewer rats, snakes and bugs. As soon as he 
sees daylight (the goal), he lasso’s himself (shoots) out of the tunnel.

Key Coaching Points
1. Use your speed and change of direction to beat the crabs.
2. Shoot on sight – do not try to dribble the ball into goal.

The Temple Of Doom

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK



MORE FUN & GAMES - Shooting

59

Purpose
To develop dribbling and shooting under pressure from 
an opponent.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Position 2 teams of 6 players in opposite corners of the grid. Number the 
players from 1 to 6.  1 ball per player.  Position discs as shown in the diagram.

Game Objective
The coach calls out a number from 1 to 6.  The numbered player from each team dribbles around the 
area (as shown on the diagram) and enters the area through the side gate.  The object of the game is 
for the player in possession to knock down 1 or all of the cones on the opponent’s goal line.

Story
The F.A. Cup Final is England’s biggest soccer game of the year.  The winning team gets to lift the Cup 
in front of 100,000 excited fans. 
 
Progressions
The first ball to cross the line is used while the other ball is discarded. The two players compete to score 
a goal by knocking down the opponents discs.

Key Coaching Points
1. Strike the ball with the laces.
2. Focus on accuracy before power.
3. Shoot at the earliest opportunity.

F.A. Cup Final

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK



Weekly Activities - Ages 5 - 6

Theme:  S.A.F.E.SM

Session:  Ten

Daily Topic:  Random

Daily Activity Breakdown:

0:00-0:10   Activation time (warm-ups involving ducking, diving, dodging and twisting)

0:10-0:30  Fun & Games (a selection of games following a daily technical theme, 

including favorites like The Big, Bad Wolf, and Hungry Hippos)

0:30-0:45   Mini-Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - a small sided game with special 

recognition for the performance of set technical  criteria)

0:45-0:55   More Fun & Games (a further selection of games following the daily 

technical theme)

0:55-1:10   Massive Munchkin Match (M, M & M’s - free play)

1:10-1:15 Activity break (following a daily theme, including story book day, animal 

day, crazy dress day, cartoon day and picnic day)



ACTIVATORS - Dribbling 

52

Purpose
To develop change of direction and movement with and 
without the ball.

Organization
In a 20 x 20 yard area, have 3 pairs start by holding 
hands and all other players with 1 ball each.

Game Objective
The light players dribble around trying to avoid the crocodiles (dark players).  If a crocodile kicks a Light 
player’s ball out of the area, the player then links hands with the crocodile.   Together, they chase other 
players.  Play until 1 player remains.

Story
Kids, always remember the adage, “Never smile at a crocodile.”  Especially a cranky, hungry one.

Progressions
1. Crocodiles also have a ball.
2. Coach, Al Gator, runs in and kicks ball out of the area.

Key Coaching Points
1. Change direction.
2. Keep the ball close.
3. Look up.

Crocodiles

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP



FUN & GAMES - Shooting

55

Purpose
To develop shooting techniques under 
pressure from a defender.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Position 2 teams of 6 
players in opposite corners of the same end line.  Number players on each team from 1 to 6.  Place a 
gate (2 discs, 3 yards apart) at the opposite end of the area to the goal.  Position the coach as the 
goalkeeper in the goal.

Game Objective
The coach calls out a number from 1 to 6.  The respective players from each team run with the ball 
following the directional arrow as shown in the diagram, to the gate at the end of the grid.  The first ball 
to cross through the gate is the ball that is used (the other is discarded).  The players compete to get a 
shot on goal.

Story
Pirate Pete (player who keeps his ball) enters the cave to bury his treasure for safe keeping.  That 
darned pesky parrot (the player who discards his ball) follows him into the cave nibbling at his gnarly 
neck.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the head down, eyes on the ball. 
2. Strike the ball with the laces.
3. Follow through in the direction of the target.

Pirate Pete & His Pesky Parrot

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



FUN & GAMES - Shooting

56

Purpose
To develop finishing in the goal area.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  Position 2 teams of 6 
players in opposite corners of the same end line.  Number players on each team from 1 to 6. Position 
discs as shown in the diagram.  The coach is both goalkeeper and server.

Game Objective
The coach calls out a number from 1 to 6.  The respective players from each team follow the directional 
arrow as shown in the diagram to the gate at the end of the grid.  The coach drops the ball in the center 
of the area. The 2 players compete to shoot on goal.

Story
The Babe, the infamous piglet sheep “dog,” rounds up the sheep from the mountainside and puts them 
in the pen before sundown.

Key Coaching Points
1. Good running speed to the gate.
2. Keep the head down on the ball. 
3. Strike the ball with the laces.
4. Shoot at earliest opportunity.

Babe

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



MINI-MUNCHKIN MATCH - Shooting

57

Purpose
To develop placement and power in striking the ball.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area.  2 teams of 6. The coach is 
the pitcher.  He stands in a 5 x 5 yard area 10 yards from the wickets (5 discs in a row).  Position one 
disc 10 yards from the wicket.

Game Objective
The pitcher passes the ball from the mound in the direction of the wickets (line of discs).  The batter 
must kick the ball and then run around the base, back to the wickets.  He must be ready to face the next 
pitch which is delivered as soon as the pitcher receives the ball, passed back from the outfield. The 
batter continues to bat until he is bowled out (the pitcher knocks down the wicket) or caught out by an 
outfielder.  Continue until all batters on the team are out.

Key Coaching Points
1.  Keep the ball low by keeping your head and knee over the ball on contact. 
2.  Strike the ball with the laces.

Soccer Cricket

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



MORE FUN & GAMES - Dribbling 

60

Purpose
To develop dribbling, movement, and spatial 
awareness.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area.  12 players, 1 ball each.  Station 4 cones around the outside of the area.  

Game Objective
The coach whistles or sings.  Players must dribble around the area until the music stops.  When the 
music stops, players leave their ball, run around the closest cone and return to the closest ball.  In a 
progression, the coach reduces the number of balls so that players have to be quicker and more 
decisive when returning to the balls.  This activity teaches speed of thought and movement with the ball.

Story
It’s the school dance, and the DJ is playing top 40 tunes, baby . . . yeah.  The power goes out and the 
music stops.  The dancers must find the emergency exits out of the gym.

Key Coaching Points
1. Keep the ball close.
2. Use all part of the feet.

Dance ‘Til You Drop

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

Coach



MASSIVE MUNCHKIN MATCH - Free Play

12

Purpose
To develop soccer skills and team play.

Organization
Set out a 40 x 30 yard area. Play 5 v 5, plus 2 goalkeepers. 

Game Objective
The object of the game is to score a goal in the opposing goal past the goalkeeper.  When the ball rolls 
out of bounds, it should be rolled in underhand by a player.

Story
It’s the MLS All Star Game and the best of the best are gathered to compete in front of 70,000 
screaming fans.

Key Coaching Points
1. Try not to bunch up around the ball.
2. Try to pass to someone in a better position than you.
3. Shoot at the goal whenever you have the chance.
4. Try to get between the ball and your goal when defending.
5. At goal kicks, make players from both teams go through the coach’s legs to ensure that the ball enters 
    the field of play.

MLS All Stars

40

30

ASSUMPTION:  12 PLAYERS IN GROUP

GK
GK
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Each session has an activity break which lasts for 5 minutes.  Breaks should incorporate 

either jokes, true stories, quizzes or competitions.

Jokes are listed at the conclusion of this segment on activity breaks.

The quiz and competition formats are designed to encourage active participation.  Quizzes 

follow what we refer to as the “Run-around” format.  Competitions follow what we refer to 

as the “Opportunity knocks” format.

Quiz Format

All quiz related activities should use the "run-around" format.  The activity break leader 

selects a number of participants from the group (approximately 10).  The leader asks the 

questions.  The other coaches serve as answer stations approximately 15 yards from the 

starting point (alternatively use discs to mark out stations).  Upon hearing the question and 

the coach's command, “Go,” participants run to the appropriate station which promotes 

their elected answer.  Upon hearing the coaches command, “Run around now,” participants 

have 5 seconds to change station if they so choose.  All those who get the question wrong 

return to the main group.  Add the number of participants that are removed.  Game 

continues.

 

Note:  For every quiz question you must create at least 2 alternative answers which are 

incorrect answers!  For instance, for animal question 1 on the next page (chickens lay?), 

you might list the incorrect alternative answers as Koosh Balls and McNuggets.  The 

correct answer is listed in brackets at the end of the question.
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Competition Format

All competition activities should follow the “opportunity knocks” format.  The activity break 

leader draws a number of competitors from the audience.  The competitors are lined up in 

front of the large group.  As the activity break leader walks behind each individual 

participant, he or she raises their hand above the competitors head in order to draw 

applause from the audience.  As this is taking place, one other coach from the group is 

measuring the applause using a "clapometer" (from elbow to hand - horizontal to past 

vertical).  The individual who receives the loudest applause wins the competition.

Sample Quizzes

Animal Quiz

1  Chickens lay?  (Eggs)

2  Cows produce?  (Milk)

3  Complete this saying, “Elephants never  ______ ?"  (Forget)

4  What was the name of the black panther in Jungle Book?  (Bagherra)

5  There was a very famous story about the hare and the ______? (Tortoise)

6  Which of the following birds cannot fly?  (Penguin)

7  The traditional enemy of the elephant is  ______?  (Mouse)

8  Polar Bears live in rainy, hot or cold climates?  (Cold)

9  Man’s best friend is his  ______?  (Dog)

10 Snakes are reptiles, amphibians or mammals?  (Reptiles)

Cartoon Quiz

1  Where does SpongeBob Work?  (Krusty Krab)

2  Where did Curious George live before the man in the yellow hat found him? (Africa)  

3  Name one of Super Whys friends? (Alpha Pig or Princess Pesto or Wonder Red)

4  What type of animal is Squidward Tentacles? (An octopus)

5  How tall is Clifford the Dog? (25 feet tall)

6  In Berenstain Bears what is Papa Bear's job? (A carpenter)

7  What are Maya & Miguel's parents called? (Rosa and Santiago)
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8  In Curious George the movie, what type of building does Mr. Bloomsberry own?

(A museum)

9  What is the name of Caillou's cat? (Gilbert)

10  What special power do the children of Cyber Chase have? (Brain Power)

11  In Dragon Tales, where does Poll Nimbus work? (The Cloud Factory) 

12  In the tv show Arthur, what type of animal is Pal? (A Dog)

13  Name two of Clifford the Dog's friends (T-Bone & Chloe)

14  What is the last name of the 3 Chipmunks, Simon, Alvin and Theodore?  (Seville)

15  What is Brother Bears favorite sport? (Soccer, because that is how it gets his kicks)

Children’s Story Quiz

1  The little piggies were chased out of their house by?  (The Big Bad Wolf)

2  What was the 3rd pig’s house made out of?  (Brick)

3  What did Hansel and Gretel use to find their way back to their house?  (Bread Crumbs)

4  What did Little Bo-Beep lose?  (Her Sheep) 

5  In Cinderella, what did the Fairy Godmother turn the pumpkin into?  (The Carriage)

6  What was the name of the fairy in Peter Pan?  (Tinkerbell)

7  Where did old Mother Hubbard look to get a bone for her doggie?  (Cupboard)

8  What did Jack break when he fell down the hill with Jill?  (His Crown)

9  What was the name of Pinocchio’s father?  (Gaepetto)

10  What kind of an animal was Bambi’s friend Thumper?  (Rabbit)

Sample Competitions

• Dress Like An MLS Player Competition 

• Players dress up in team uniforms, wigs, etc.

• Fan Crazy Day Competition (Face Paints)

• Players paint their faces with their favorite team colors
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Jokes

Here are a selection of kids jokes that you can use during the course of the activity break:

1  What has teeth but doesn’t bite?  (A comb)

2  Why is it a bad idea to do math problems in the jungle? (Because if you add 4+4, you 

get ate)

3  Why is it always cool in sports arenas?  (Because there’s a fan in every seat)

4  If you had ten pounds of feathers and ten pounds of bricks, which would weigh more?  

(Neither, they both would weigh the same)

5  When do baseball players wear armor?  (During knight games)

6  What is worse than a giraffe with a sore throat?  (A centipede with sore feet)

7  What did the defendant say when the judge yelled, “Order in the Court!”?

 (I’ll take a large soda and some fries to go!)

8  If April flowers bring May showers, what do May flowers bring?  (Pilgrims)

9  Why did the robber take a bath?  (So he could make a clean getaway)

10  How did the detective find the missing gray hair?  (He combed through he 

 evidence)

11  What two letters do teeth hate the most?  (DK)

12  Why don’t mummies go on vacation?  (Because they’re afraid they might 

 relax and unwind)

13  What is a cat’s favorite color?  (Purr-ple)

14  What body of water do ghosts like best?  (Lake Erie)

15  Why can’t a bank keep secrets?  (Because there are so many tellers)

16  Why did the little boy keep his shirt on when he took a bath?  (Because the label said, 

“wash and wear")

17  Why did the baby snake cry?  (Because he lost his rattle)

18  Why don’t Teddy Bears eat?  (Because they are always stuffed)

19  What do you get when you cross a pig with a tree?  (A pork-u-pine)

20  When is a door not a door?  (When it’s ajar)
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1.  Attend a safety/first-aid clinic if one is made available through your    

organization.

2.  Teach players about injury prevention and safety around goal posts.

3.  Don’t leave children unattended on the field before, during or after practice.

4.  Inspect game and practice areas for unsafe conditions such as glass, rocks, 

 metal, holes, sprinkler heads or any other dangerous object which might lead to injury.

5.  Check goal posts.  There should be no hooks or protruding fastening devices on the 

uprights or crossbar of goals.  Check goal nets for holes or loose tie-downs.

6.  Make sure players are allowed rest and fluids at practices and games.

7.  Ensure proper warm-ups prior to practices and games.

8.  Ensure players wear appropriate equipment including shinguards.

9.  Maintain a simple first-aid kit and have it at all games and practices.  

10. Know where the nearest telephone is and know the emergency number to call, if 

needed.  Have change for the phone.

11.  Have medical release forms at all games and practices.

12.  Seek medical help for all but minor injuries.

Basic First Aid

Recommended First Aid Procedures:

1.   Be aware of where the nearest phone is to your field location.

2.   Check that 911 is the emergency number in the area where you are coaching; if not, 

write down the number for the nearest hospital.

3.   If you are in any doubt as to whether or not a child is seriously injured, call 

 for assistance IMMEDIATELY––it is better to be safe than sorry.

4.   Do not try to play the role of doctor––leave the medical care of the players at camp 

to the local experts.
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Basic soccer injuries include:

SPRAINS

Injuries involving the ligaments and joints

Management of Sprains:  (P. I. E. R.)

Pressure:   Compression wrap (elastic ace bandage) wrapping distal to proximal, tight but 

not so tight as to cut off circulation or increase pain.  This will control swelling.

Ice:    Ice packs applied for twenty minutes every hour for the first twenty-four hours, 

then a minimum of three to four times per day for the next 48 to 72 hours.  This 

will help to control pain.

Elevation:  Elevate the injured limb above the heart if possible.  This will also help to 

control swelling.

Rest:    Rest until you have been advised by a qualified professional as to how severe 

the injury is and what steps need to be taken in order to return to activity.  Pain 

is a good guide for most injuries.

HEAT RELATED AILMENTS

These include heat exhaustion and heat stroke.  Avoid such ailments by: 

Acclimatization - Getting your kids in condition

Get your players in "condition" by getting them used to working in heat.  Start with light 

exercise and gradually increase workout time and clothing to full uniform over a five-day 

period.  Consider five minute breaks for every twenty of workout.

Water Replacement - Major Ingredient of Sweat

What goes out as sweat must be put back in as a fluid replacement.  Since sweat helps to 

keep our body temperature from becoming excessive, it is good to sweat to minimize body 

temperature rise.  Re-hydrating the body of fluid lost is one of the best ways of ensuring a 

continued type of performance and safety.  Re-hydration must be encouraged, fluid 

replacement made available to make up for the fluid in lost sweat.
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Salt Replacement - The Other Ingredient of Sweat

Along with water, when one sweats one loses electrolytes and body salts, primarily sodium 

chloride.  In re-hydrating the athlete with the water lost, we must replenish the lost salts as 

well.  All Sport has been formulated to supply those body salts in their proper ratios with 

respect to water and re-hydration.  If you drink water, however, make certain you use the 

proper ratio of water to salt tablets in order to keep the concentrations in balance.  It is 

easier to stick to All Sport and have the properly prepared physiologically sound fluid 

replacement for your needs.  No salt tablets should be used if one is drinking All Sport.

Danger Symptoms - Keep a Sharp Lookout

They say an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.  A coach or trainer who is on the 

lookout for the danger signs will not only catch a situation before it becomes dangerous, 

but will also recognize that something must be corrected if it is producing such dangerous 

conditions.  He then takes steps to correct the situation.  Watch out for Muscle Cramps, 

Heat Exhaustion, Heat Stroke, Heat Fatigue, and Sloppy Coordination.  They spell danger.

Proper Dress - Every Little Bit Helps

If you practice good performance habits, you will cut down on dangerous incidents.  When 

an emergency occurs, however, be prepared to handle it with professional efficiency.  Have 

a telephone handy.  Give quick, effective treatment on the spot by cooling the body, 

removing clothing, and apply cold application such as a sponge, towel, or bath in cold 

water or ice.  Transport to a hospital immediately, while applying the cold application.  Give 

the doctor the background information so that he can quickly anticipate what must be done. 
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Mini-Muchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Mini-Muchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Mini-Muchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Mini-Muchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Activators - Positives

Concerns

Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Mini-Muchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

More Fun & Games - Positives

Concerns

Massive Munchkin Match - Positives

Concerns

Activity Break - Positives

Concerns
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Player Assessment
Place a numerical score in each topic



1. How easy was the program to follow?  (Please circle one)

                Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much

    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 

2. Did the curriculum cover those areas of the game that you felt needed to be addressed?

(Please circle one)

                Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much

    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 

3.   How successful have you been in meeting your objectives throughout the season?

(Please circle one)

                Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much

    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 

4.   Were your equipment needs met?  (Please circle one)

           Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much

    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 
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Coach's Evaluation
COACHES:   Please complete and return to your soccer organization



5.  Please list the best aspects (positives) and least favorite aspects (concerns) about your 

involvement in this coaching program:

Positives 

Concerns 

6.  What recommendations would you make to your organization in order to improve upon 

the program?

Comments 
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COACHES:   Please complete and return to your soccer organization
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Parents' Evaluation
PARENTS:   Please complete and return to your child’s coach

1. Place a check next to ONLY the top 3 reasons you enrolled your child in this program:

 o provide a fun, healthy learning experience for your child.

 o enable your child to interact with other children.

 o offer your child a variety and choice in sporting interests.

 o place your child in an organized, structured activity.

 o help your child improve as a player.

 o improve your child’s confidence/self-esteem.

 o other

2.   Was your child enthusiastic and motivated to participate in this program? (circle one)

          Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much
    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 

3.   Did your child learn and develop soccer skills and a greater understanding of the game?

  (circle one)

            Not at all                                   Somewhat                                Very Much
    
                      1                      2                      3                      4                       5

Comments 

4.   Please list the best aspects (positives) and least favorite aspects (concerns) about your

 child’s involvement in the program:

Positives 

Concerns 
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Player Information Record

Player’s Name

Parent’s/Guardian’s Name(s)

Address 

City, State, Zip

Home Phone (with area code)

Parent’s Work Phone(s)

E-Mail Address

Previous Playing Experience

Player’s Allergies

Current Medications

Family Doctor

Doctor’s Phone #

Hospital
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Attendance Register

PLAYER'S NAME                      Week:    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10




